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Canadian Coast Guard 

Policy and Operational Procedures on Assistance to Disabled Vessels 

 

1. Policy Statement 
This policy will be followed when a request for assistance from a disabled vessel is 
received to determine whether, how, and to what extent assistance shall be provided 
based on the risks involved.  All relevant risks will be considered, including those related 
to persons requiring assistance, the disabled vessel, CCG and its employees. 
 

2. Application 
2.1 This policy applies to CCG and will take precedence over all internal CCG 
policies, directives, procedures, and instructions concerning assistance to non-CCG 
disabled vessels. 
 
2.2 CCG employees will follow the Fleet Safety and Security Manual procedures 
when a CCG vessel is disabled and requires assistance.   
 
2.3 However, when a CCG SAR resource is on scene and when lives are in 
immediate danger, i.e., in extremis, the Commanding Officer shall take any actions he or 
she deems necessary to save lives, including towing with persons on board.  In this event, 
and when lives are no longer in immediate danger, Commanding Officers must re-
evaluate the risks to determine how to evacuate the persons onboard. 
 
2.4 CCG will follow the Operational Procedures for Assistance to Disabled Vessel in 
Annex 1.  
 
3. Guiding Principle 
 
For vessels in distress, potential distress, capsized vessels or situations in doubt, the first 
consideration shall always be to save the lives in danger including measures to evacuate 
all persons from the distressed vessel and recover any persons from the water. 

4. General 
 
4.1 Assistance at sea is a mutual service between mariners based on need and 
isolation.  Assistance is typically provided without pause, as the providers know they 
may need assistance in the future. 
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4.2 Given the foregoing, it is recognized that the timely provision of technical 
assistance to, or towing of, disabled vessels can be an effective way of meeting the 
national search and rescue (SAR) objective of preventing loss of life and injury. 

 
4.3 However, CCG will not assist disabled vessels merely on request and will not 
compete with commercial or private interests to provide assistance.  Some incidents that 
involve CCG resources or the use of the SAR system are either preventable or 
unreasonable given limited resources that are available to respond to more serious 
incidents.  Furthermore, they may place responders in unnecessary danger. 

 
4.4 Resources of CCG will not be tasked nor provide a tow to disabled vessels for the 
sole purpose of transiting from one place of refuge to another. 

 
4.5 If a disabled vessel requesting assistance refuses commercial or private assistance 
when available, this shall be considered a cancellation of the initial request for assistance.  
CCG will notify the master of the disabled vessel accordingly.  
  
4.6 If a disabled vessel refuses to evacuate when the Commanding Officer of the 
mobile facility responding requires the personnel to evacuate, this shall be considered a 
cancellation of the initial request for assistance. CCG will notify the master of the 
disabled vessel accordingly.   
 
4.7 CCG Pollution Response Officers have broad powers under the Canada Shipping 
Act, 2001 to address the threat or discharge of pollutants in Canadian waters and EEZ.  
Pollution Response Officers are authorized to take a wide variety of actions to remove or 
reduce the threat of marine pollution.   
 
4.8 CCG employees involved in the provision of assistance are not personally liable 
for any death, injury or property damage that could occur as a result of the assistance 
operation if they exercised due diligence and acted in good faith, within the 
responsibilities attached to their position, and within the mandate of CCG.  
 
5. Interpretation 
 
It is required to refer to Annex 2, “Terminology”, for definitions of some terms used in 
this policy. 
 
6. Enquiries 
 
General enquiries to this policy shall be directed to the Manager, Search and Rescue, 
Maritime Services, at infopol@dfo-mpo.gc.ca or by telephone at 613-990-3119. 
 
 

 
Marc Grégoire 
Commissioner 
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Annex 1 
 

Operational Procedures for Assistance to Disabled Vessels 
 

1. Assistance to a Vessel in Distress or when Status in Doubt 
 
1.1 If time and the circumstances allow, the Commanding Officer should consider 
providing technical assistance before deciding to tow.  From time-to-time, the CCG will 
have to tow vessels in distress.  In the ordinary practice of seamanship, towing involves 
fewer risks to the towed vessel if the towing vessel is smaller or the same size as the 
towed vessel.  Should towing be necessary, the Commanding Officer shall follow the 
detailed instructions provided in the Fleet Safety and Security Manual. 
 
1.2 When the situation is stabilized, or if additional information is available to 
determine that the vessel is no longer in distress, any requirements for further assistance 
shall follow the directives in Section 2 as appropriate. 
 

2. Assistance to a Disabled Vessel (i.e. not in Distress) 

2.1 IN OPEN WATER 
 
2.1.1 No waiting period should delay the tasking of any mobile facility to any situation 
where there is an uncertainty as to the safety of the persons at sea.  
 
2.1.2 When the master of a disabled vessel requesting assistance (non-distress or non-
potential distress) is in direct communication with a Marine Communications and Traffic 
Services (MCTS) Centre, Regional Operations Centre, or Ice Office and has advised that 
persons onboard are in no immediate danger, the centre/office shall ensure that the 
Maritime SAR Mission Co-ordinator (at the Joint Rescue Co-ordination Centre or 
Maritime Rescue Sub-centre (JRCC/MRSC)) for the area in which the disabled vessel is 
located is informed and  provided with  all pertinent information in order for the 
Maritime SAR Mission Co-ordinator to take the lead.  As the vessel is not in distress, 
sufficient time will be taken to evaluate the request before deciding on a course of action.  
CCG will not compete with commercial salvage or towing interests and therefore will not 
tow disabled vessels unless all efforts to obtain commercial or private assistance have 
been carried-out and have failed to resolve the situation. In general, (refer to Appendix 2 
for decision guidance): 

 
1. The Maritime SAR Mission Co-ordinator, normally through the 
appropriate MCTS Centre, shall advise the owner/operator to make his or her own 
arrangements for assistance; 
 
2. If the owner/operator is unable or unwilling to secure arrangements for 
assistance, the Maritime SAR Mission Co-ordinator shall request that the MCTS 
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Centre issue a Maritime Assistance Request Broadcast (MARB) alerting all 
private, commercial and vessels of opportunity in the area of the need for 
assistance and thus giving them the opportunity to provide this assistance; 
 
3. If there is no response to the MARB, in special circumstances, the 
Maritime SAR Mission Co-ordinator may contact other mobile facilities such as 
CCG primary SAR units or CCGA to provide an expeditious response; 
 
4. The Maritime SAR Co-ordinator will consult with the Regional 
Operations Centre if it is determined that assistance will be needed from a CCG 
vessel not on primary SAR as the tasking may impact other programs.  In all 
cases, when the Maritime SAR Mission Co-ordinator tasks CCG resources they 
shall provide all pertinent information regarding the vessel requiring assistance 
and instruct the Commanding Officer to take any reasonable action in order to 
resolve the situation.  
 
5. The Maritime SAR Mission Co-ordinator through their regional alert 
network must provide Transport Canada Marine Safety and Transportation Safety 
Board with details of the incident in order to support actions preventing similar 
incidents from occurring in the future.  Special emphasis should be placed on 
situations when the SAR Mission Co-ordinator and/or the Commanding Officer of 
the assisting vessel reasonably believe that the disabled vessel had to be assisted 
because it was un-seaworthy or otherwise in violation of Canada Shipping Act, 
2001, and/or the regulations made there under.  
 

2.1.3 Although the Maritime SAR Mission Co-ordinator should not routinely engage in 
obtaining third party assistance for a disabled vessel, in exceptional circumstances and in 
complete consultation with the owner/operator of the disabled vessel, the Maritime SAR 
Mission Co-ordinator may aid in co-ordinating commercial or private assistance.  The 
owner/operator shall be informed and agree that he or she will always remain responsible 
for any and all costs incurred.  It must be made clear to the supplier and the end user of 
the assisting service that the CCG or the Crown has no contractual or other obligation 
whatsoever in any arrangement. 
 
2.1.4 Regions are to ensure that CCG Environmental Response and partner agencies, 
such as Transport Canada Marine Safety and the Transportation Safety Board are 
informed of the details of requests for assistance according to established protocols.  Any 
requests received by Regional Operations Centre for CCG resources to assist disabled 
vessels on behalf of partner agencies shall be forwarded to the Assistant Commissioner.  
The Assistant Commissioner’s approval will be required before any CCG resource is 
tasked to tow disabled vessels of 33 metres or more in length. 
 
2.1.5 For disabled vessels in open water, in order to prevent more serious safety risks 
from developing, technical assistance may be provided on an as available basis by the 
CCG only after efforts to obtain commercial or private assistance have been carried out 
and have failed to resolve the situation.  
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2.1.6 In all other situations if time and the circumstances allow, the Commanding 
Officer should consider providing technical assistance before deciding to tow. Any 
technical assistance, such as fuel or provisions transferred to the disabled vessel, will be 
strictly on account of the owner/operator of that vessel. From time-to-time the CCG will 
have to tow disabled vessels. In the ordinary practice of seamen towing involves fewer 
risks to the towed vessel if the towing vessel is smaller or the same size as the towed 
vessel.  Should towing be necessary, Commanding Officers shall follow detailed 
instructions in the Fleet Safety and Security Manual.  In general, the Commanding 
Officer shall provide a copy and formally explain to the master or person in charge of the 
disabled vessel written towing conditions (see Appendix 1). The Commanding Officer 
shall also discuss the risks of towing and CCG expectations during the tow. 
 

2.1.7 When any CCG resource has a disabled vessel under tow and commercial or 
private assistance arrives on-scene, the Commanding Officer shall hand over the tow to 
the commercial/private vessel provided it appears capable and the transfer can be 
conducted safely. 
 

 2.1.8 Requests to use a CCG resource to engage in salvage operations of vessels, outside 
of a SAR operation, with no persons on board shall be carefully assessed prior to 
authorization by the Assistant Commissioner.  Since salvage is normally the 
responsibility of the vessel owner, the status of the owner must be determined to be 
unknown, unwilling or unable.  Recovery of an abandoned vessel including towing to a 
place of refuge should be made under the CCG Environmental Response mandate. 

 
2.1.9 Should a disabled vessel be towed by a CCG resource the towing operation 
should always be to the nearest place of refuge or to a rendez-vous position where the 
tow can be safely transferred to commercial or private mobile facilities.  In all cases, the 
Commanding Officer shall record the date and time when the SAR operation ended i.e., 
when the persons aboard the disabled vessel have been transferred to a safe place and the 
time when they started the disabled vessel operation under CCG Environmental Response 
mandate in the log book. 
 
2.1.10 On arrival at the place of refuge, it is not the responsibility of the CCG resource to 
secure the disabled vessel. However, the Commanding Officer may take such action as is 
necessary, having due regard for the circumstances of the case, to ensure that the disabled 
vessel is safely secured or anchored. 
 
2.1.11 Commanding Officers may have to cast off the tow in order to respond to a 
distress situation or incident of a more serious nature.  In instances when the persons 
onboard the disabled vessel consider themselves to be in potential danger and wish to 
abandon, the Commanding Officer of the CCG resource should consider the risks and if 
prudent to do so, evacuate these persons and continue on with the more serious incident 
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with the knowledge that these persons may have to remain onboard the CCG resource for 
an extended period. The Commanding Officer shall notify the JRCC/MRSC of the action 
taken. 
 
2.2 When ice is present 
 
2.2.1 The provisions of this paragraph 2.2 apply in addition to the provisions of 
paragraph 2.1. 
 
2.2.2 In the ordinary practice of seamanship, towing involves fewer risks to the towed 
vessel if the towing vessel is smaller or the same size as the towed vessel.  When ice is 
present, CCG resources are generally much larger than the disabled vessel, thus due care 
and attention must be exercised.  Tasking smaller vessels to tow a disabled vessel of 
similar size is an option preferable to tasking a larger CCG ship.  Additional 
consideration should be given to the possibility of using a larger CCG ship to escort the 
towing vessel and its tow through the ice. 
 
2.2.3 Therefore, given the considerations in paragraph 2.2.2 for disabled vessels when 
ice is present, the CCG will not tow small vessels of less than 33 metres in length with 
persons onboard.  Instead, other options to be considered to render assistance include, but 
are not limited to the following: 
 

.1 provide assistance to find alternate towing arrangements and standby to 
provide icebreaker escort for the tow if required; 

 
.2 standby until ice conditions improve;  
 
.3 render onboard technical assistance;  
 
.4  assist crew to transfer to a safe place and tow with no persons onboard; or, 
 
.5 as a last resort, assist crew to abandon vessel, transfer them to a safe place, 

leave the unoccupied vessel and depart the area. 
 

3. Towing instructions and conditions 
 
In all situations where towing is appropriate, and as far as safely feasible in the 
circumstances, the Commanding Officer of the responding CCG unit shall instruct the 
master or person in charge of the assisted vessel on the towing operation that is 
contemplated, its risks and CCG expectations during the tow. The master or person in 
charge of the assisted vessel shall confirm his or her understanding of the instructions 
and risks, and agree to the conditions of the towing operation. If safely feasible, the 
Commanding Officer of the responding CCG unit shall obtain a signature of the 
Towing Conditions and Understanding (see Appendix 1). 
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Annex 2 
 

Terminology 
 
The following terms used in this document have the following meanings: 
 
Distress A search and rescue incident where there is a reasonable 

certainty that one or more individuals are threatened by grave 
and imminent danger and require immediate assistance. 
(Détresse) 

Uncertainty Uncertainty phase exists during a search and rescue incident 
when: there is doubt regarding the safety of a vessel or 
persons on board, a vessel has been reported overdue at 
destination, or a vessel has failed to make an expected 
position report. (Incertitude) 

Alert Alert phase exists during a search and rescue incident when: 
there is apprehension regarding the safety of a vessel or the 
persons on board, following the uncertainty phase, attempts to 
establish contact with the vessel have failed and inquiries 
addressed to other appropriate sources have been 
unsuccessful, or information has been received indicating that 
the operational efficiency of a vessel is impaired but not to the 
extent that a distress situation is likely. (Alerte) 

Disabled A situation wherein a vessel afloat is not in distress or 
immediate danger has lost all means of propulsion, steering or 
control to such a degree as to be incapable of proceeding to 
safety without assistance. (Désemparé) 

When ice is present All types of ice greater than 10 cm thick (nilas, brash, pancake 
ice formation) located in the immediate vicinity of the 
disabled vessel. (En présence de glace) 

Place of refuge A place where a ship in need of assistance can take action to 
enable it to stabilize its condition and reduce the hazards to  
navigation, and to protect human life and the environment1.  
(Lieu de refuge) 

Mobile Facility  Any aircraft, vessel or other craft which may be called upon 
to use to support SAR operations and may need to perform 
on-scene coordinator functions for multiple facilities in the 
vicinity of a distress situation.  

 
 

                                                 
1 International Maritime Organization, A.949(23).1.19 
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APPENDIX 1 
 

TOWING CONDITIONS AND UNDERSTANDING  

 
I, the undersigned ____________________________ declare being the 

owner/operator/master/person in charge of the __________________________, 

registered under the official number or registration or license number 

______________________ do hereby request that the Canadian Coast Guard Ship  

___________________________ (hereinafter: the “Search and Rescue Unit or SAR 

Unit”) provide my disabled vessel with towing assistance.   

 

In doing so, I declare being of sound body and mind and perfectly aware of the dangers 

and risks of a towing operation, for myself, for all persons on board the vessel, and for 

the vessel and its equipment. 

 

I confirm that the Search and Rescue Unit has informed me of the details of the intended 

towing operation and the SAR Unit expectations from my vessel during the operation, 

including the requirement not to undertake any manoeuver or apply the engine or rudder 

unless it is ordered by the SAR Unit or the SAR Unit has been informed and agreed to the 

manoeuver. 

 

I confirm that I am responsible for the safety of the crew and passengers onboard my 

disabled vessel and that I will take all reasonable steps to ensure their safety during 

towing operation. 

 

In addition, I have been informed of, and agree to the following: 

• The towing operation will be to the nearest place of refuge, or to a rendez-vous 

position where the tow can be safely transferred; 

• If there is a more serious situation elsewhere, the towline will be released or 

transferred and the towing operation will be ended immediately; 

• The SAR Unit may release the towline and end the towing operation if such 

operation poses risks to its safety or the safety of its crew; 
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• If adequate commercial assistance reaches the scene, the SAR Unit may hand 

over the tow. I will be liable to any charges from that commercial resource; 

• Upon arrival at the nearest place of refuge, the SAR Unit will release the towline 

and depart and it will be my responsibility to secure my own vessel; and, 

• the Canadian Coast Guard, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada, the 

Government of Canada, Her Majesty the Queen in right of Canada and any of 

their employees or servants are not liable for damages suffered by my vessel, any 

of its equipment, its owner, master, operator, person in charge, crew or 

passengers, if the towing operation has to be abandoned, or if damages occurred 

despite the exercise of due diligence and good seamanship practices of the master 

and crew of the Search and Rescue Unit. 

 

Print Name:  ___________________________________________ 

 

Signature:  ___________________________________________ 

 

Date:   ___________________________________________ 

 

Witness (if any):  ___________________________________________ 

 

Note to the Commanding Officer of the SAR Unit: 

 

If the circumstances do not allow the signature of this document, it should be read to the 

master or person in charge of the disabled vessel by radio, and their verbal acceptance of 

this agreement and waiver should be noted in the SAR Unit’s logbook.  Any electronic 

recordings of the conversation and agreement shall be retained and safeguarded 

according to established policy and procedures.  In some circumstances it may be 

preferable to have MCTS communicate with the disabled vessel.  Commanding Officers 

should discuss the circumstances with the MCTS Officer as appropriate  
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APPENDIX 2 – TOWING DECISION FLOW CHART 
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